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Chem 431A-L02-W'05 
 
Summary of lecture topics discussed in lecture 2-3: 
 
1) Here we review the various types of interactions that can take 
place between and among molecules.  
 
weak interactions in the cell: aqueous solution-like 
environment.  Covalent bonding alone is not sufficient 
to determine the actual shapes of molecules. 
complexity of these molecules very much depends on 
noncovalent interactions. 

 
 
examples:  
nucleic acids like DNA or RNA are really polymers of smaller units 
(monomers) called nucleotides, these are held together by covalent 
bonds involving phosphate groups - phosphoesters and 
phosphoanhydride bonds.  these molecules has a specific 3d 
structure (double helix) 
 
proteins are even more complex and the amino acids forming these 
polymers (polypeptide) are precisely positioned to result in unique 
or nearly unique 3 d  shapes and structures.   
 
what are these non covalent interactions? same as those learned in 
gen chem:   
 
Starting point of discussion is Coulomb’s law (as applied to two 
point charges in a vacuum): states that the force of attraction (or 
repulsion) between two charges is given by 
F= kqq’/r2.  Where k = constant and q, q’ are the charges (either + 
or -) and r is the distance between these two centers of charge.  The 
relationship is called an “inverse square” relationship because the 
force is dependent on 1/r2  (the square of the distance).  The force 
drops quickly as you separate the charges – ***illustrate with 
graph***. 
 
Note that F is positive (+) when the force is one of repulsion and (-) 
when the force of interaction is an attractive force. 
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More instructive in dealing with molecules is the energy (not the 
force) of interaction, U.  For attractive intxns, the U is (-).  The 
dependence is U = kqq’/r  not r2 .   
 
For biochemistry, we deal with ions in solution.  the more correct 
formula for U is U=(kqq’)/( e r)  { and for F: F= =(kqq’)/( e r2)  } 
where e is the dielectric constant, a dimensionless quantity which 
ranges upwards from 1 (for a vacuum) to as large as about 75 for 
water.   Water is a highly polar solvent and that is why it has a high 
dielectric constant.  Note that as e increases, the U and F decreases.  
 
We note that molecules may also be neutral but have electric 
moments called dipole moments.  Dipoles are neutral overall but 
contain opposite charges separated by a distance.  (**illustrate**) 
 
The symbol for the dipole moment is µ.  It is calculated as: µ=qx 
where x is the separation.  We note that dipoles can interact with 
electrostatic charges and with other dipoles.  Unlike point charges, 
dipoles’ interaction with others is dependent on orientation.  
(***illustrate***) 
 
If a dipole is unchanging in time, it is called a permanent dipole. 
Example of this is HCl.  Where Cl has a higher enegativity than H. 
HCl has a permanent dipole moment. 
The expression for U for 2 permanent dipoles oriented optimally  = 
U = k(µ1µ2)/r3 (according to your textbook). 
 
There are many other combinations of interactions.  Examples are 
ion-ion, dipole-ion, dipole-dipole, dispersion, H-bond....etc. 
intxn:(mostly attrxn) energy R dependence example 
charge-charge E=kqq'/r (1/r) -NH3+  ---  -O-(C=O)- 
charge-dipole (1/r2) -NH3+--O=C-  
dipole-dipole 1/r3 O=C -- O=C 
charge-induced dipol 1/r4 CO2- -- benzene 
dipole induced 
dipole 

1/r5 --C=O --benzene 

dispersn (ind dip-ind 
dip) 

1/r6 benzene -- benzene 

van der waals 
repulsn 

1/r12 2 atoms 

Hydrogen bond involves partial cov. accr- donor 
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H-bonding is very significant, stronger than 
other noncovalent intxn due to partial 
covalent character; a quantum mech effect.  
the strength of the bond can be compared 
by measuring the E needed to break the 
bond, for  

 

H bonds, it is about 5% that of a typical covalent bond. 
 
** show overhead on page 28 
  
show table 2.1.   
 
The role of water is very important in living environment.  
water is special in that it has  
 -hi specific heat 
 -very polar (solubility of ions) 
 -surface tension high - allows capillary action 
 - lower density in solid form vs liquid form. 
But water is also important as a medium for the interaction and 
even chemical reactions which take place within a cell.   
 
importance of water can not be overemphasized.  
water is unique in its ability to form Hbonds. each 
water molec can form 4 Hbonds in ice form 2 as 
donor and 2 as acceptor in an tetrahedral 
structure.  In comparison for example, HCl can 
only form 2, and ammonia can form 4 bonds but 
3 as donor and 1 as acceptor,   

 
The structure of water is believed to be not far from that of ice, 
water is considered to be a composed of "flickering clusters" of ice 
which form collapse and re-form.  when it collapses, the molecs can 
actually get closer and the density increases appreciably so that 
unlike most other substances, the density of liquid water is greater 
than that of ice. This is significant for life because in cold weather, 
ice that forms floats on the water leaving water to stay liquid under 
the ice.  it is difficult for a pond to freeze completely becuase the 
water beneath is insulated from the above cold.  If it were the other 
way around, then during cold weather would lead to ice forming 
which would sink to the bottom of the pond thus leading to more 
freezing of the exposed water surface until the entire pond freezes.  
killing aquatic life.  when summer comes, the top would start to melt 
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but only very slowly. the bottom of lakes and seas may never melt 
completely... 
 
Other important properties of water which gives it unique 
properties essential for life: 
 
high surface tension (due to strong attraction (cohesion) between 
water molecules) 
-this leads to phenomena such as  
high viscosity 
high dielectric constant of water which tends to lower the 
electrostatic forces between charges. (allowing ions to dissolve) 
 
water acts as an important solvent (universal solvent): it determines 
solubility and non solub of many biochemical species.  "like 
disoolves like",etc...Water not only dissolves polar substances but 
rather, water tends to hydrate ions (charge dipole intx) and to form 
spheres of hydration.  allowing these ions to dissolve and not reform 
into ionic crystals.These substances that dissolve in water ( ie polar 
and ionic in nature) are called "hydrophillic" substances because 
they "love" water. 
 
Even gases can dissolve in water.  it allows some molecs to dissolve 
easily or at least to some extent. eg. O2 can dissolve in water. so 
aquatic animals can live. similarly for CO2,  
 
But biochemical molecules may also be nonpolar ("hydrophobic") 
such as "lipid" or fatty molecules.  These substances tend to be 
excluded by water's clathrate structure (ice like cages) that form 
because the water molecules cannot form Hbonds with the 
hydrophobic molecules.  This causes the water to be more "ordered" 
thus lowering entropy.  The more dispersed the hphobic substances 
are in water, the more order it will force on the water.  thus hphobic 
substances tend to aggregate thus minimizing the need for water the 
get ordered.  This is an entropically driven process.   
 
Because of this, some lipid molecules are speciallized 
("amphipathic"=have both hydrophillic and hydrophobic parts) to 
form membranes when they aggregate, and these are stable and stay 
undissolved and keeps integrity of the living compartments called 
cells.  Other lipid molecules form "droplets", such as triglycerides 
(fats) when they travel in the blood stream, they travel as tiny 
droplets called lipoproteins and chylomicrons. 
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Acids and bases: concept of acids and bases are important because 
they often determine the interactions/mechanism of reactions of 
biochemicals... 
 
Review acids and bases. 
 
acids = proton donors; bases = proton acceptors 
strong acids dissociate 100% while weak acids only dissociate 
partially. 
weak acids have a Ka (acid dissoc constant) HA<=>H+ + A-,  Ka 
Ka = [H+][A-]/[HA] 
 
pKa = -logKa.  A pKa is a fixed number which characterizes a weak 
acid.  A pKa of 2 shows a stronger acid than a pKa of 9.   
water has a self-ionization constant, Kw = 10-14.  so  
 
if we have A-, A- + H2O <=> HA + OH-  Kb   where KaKb=Kw 
or pKa+pKb=pKw=14 
 
pH = -log [H+] is a measure of acidity. low pH acidic soln, high pH 
basic soln. 
 
we note that pH + pOH = 14; so for a soln, we can always get pOH if 
we know pH and viceversa. 
 
pH of pure water is 7 (an ideal situation).  In the cell, this is also 
close to the physiological pH.  For example in human blood plasma, 
pH is 7.40 ideally.   
 
but to keep it at that pH, it needs a buffer.  Human blood can 
fluctuate only from 7.35 (acidotic) to 7.45 (alkalotic). beyond those 
limits, we would pass out and die.Most drinks are acidic in pH. 
 
buffer = soln which tends to stabilize the pH by absorbing or 
releasing H+ as needed.  It is made up of a weak acid and its 
conjugate base. 
 
Buffer eq'n: Henderson-Hasselbalch eqn: pH = pKa + log[base]/[acid] 
 
we can calculate the pH of a solution of weak acid or weak base or a 
buffer which is a mixture of weak acid and its conjugate base. 
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